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Abstract

The automated identification of network service depen-
dencies remains a challenging problem in the administra-
tion of large distributed systems. Advances in developing
solutions for this problem have immediate and tangible
benefits to operators in the field. When the dependencies
of the services in a network are better-understood, plan-
ning for and responding to system failures becomes more
efficient, minimizing downtime and managing resources
more effectively.

This paper introduces three novel techniques to assist
in the automatic identification of network service depen-
dencies through passively monitoring and analyzing net-
work traffic, including a logarithm-based ranking scheme
aimed at more accurate detection of network service de-
pendencies with lower false positives, an inference tech-
nique for identifying the dependencies involving infre-
quently used network services, and an approach for au-
tomated discovery of clusters of network services config-
ured for load balancing or backup purposes. This paper
also presents the experimental evaluation of these tech-
niques using real-world traffic collected from a produc-
tion network. The experimental results demonstrate that
these techniques advance the state of the art in automated
detection and inference of network service dependencies.

Tags: network services, dependency, service clusters,
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1 Introduction

Enterprise networks are large and complicated installa-
tions that feature intricate and often subtle relationships
between the individual nodes in the system. They are
usually composed of multiple network services that pro-
vide the core functionalities to the rest of the network,
such as authentication and database management ser-
vices. Many services deployed in a network depend on
additional services hosted in the same or other networks.

Should a service go down, for example, due to a system
failure, those that depend on it will also be affected. Un-
derstanding the dependencies of mission-critical services
in distributed systems enables system administrators to
better prepare for and respond to network failures and
attacks [9].

For example, a typical online banking application usu-
ally adopts a user front-end hosted on a web server,
which depends on a database service that stores user ac-
count information as well as an authentication service
that verifies the users who would like to use the online
banking application. If the database or the authentica-
tion service goes down, the end users will not able to use
the online banking application. Knowing the dependen-
cies between these services will enable a system admin-
istrator to quickly diagnose the problem and recover the
online banking application when system failures occur.

Production networks, however, are seldom this simple,
and identifying the dependencies between network ser-
vices in practice is a non-trivial task. Besides being large
and complex, a production network is also dynamic, as
nodes are added, removed, and repurposed within the
network. In a large enterprise network, it is difficult to
derive network service dependencies by only relying on
the understanding of the network by experienced admin-
istrators. To address this problem, several techniques and
tools have been developed to help system administrators
identify and monitor network service dependencies effi-
ciently and automatically.

1.1 Related Work

A naive approach to discovering network service de-
pendencies is to manually investigate the configuration
files of network services [12]. However, this is time-
consuming, error-prone, and unable to keep up with
changes in the network configuration. Researchers have
proposed several automated approaches to determine
such dependencies by analyzing the network traffic be-
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tween network services. These approaches can be di-
vided into host-based and network-based approaches.

Host-based approaches work by installing an agent on
the nodes in the network to monitor the behavior of the
processes running on it. Macroscope, for example, uses
an agent that monitors the network interface to identify
the processes that produce traffic as well as the depen-
dencies between network services [12]. Similarly, Mag-
pie tracks the execution paths of applications within a
computer and follows them across the network to dis-
cover dependencies [4]. Pinpoint monitors the traffic
path within the distributed system [5], while X-trace uses
this traffic to develop trees of events required to execute
a task. Constellation leverages distributed installation of
agents and distributed machine learning to identify de-
pendencies [3].

While these approaches are often accurate and effec-
tive, system administrators generally prefer to avoid in-
stalling extra software in their production environments
due to concerns regarding security, performance, or ad-
ministrative overhead, which poses a barrier to their
adoption. Recent efforts have instead explored network-
based approaches that treat each host as a black box and
passively analyze the network traffic between them.

Sherlock, for example, identifies dependencies based
on the frequency of co-occurrences of network traffic
within a small time window [2]. eXpose further utilizes
Sherlock’s intuition, using statistical measures to filter
out traffic that is less likely to lead to dependencies [8].
Orion identifies dependencies using the delay distribu-
tion of network traffic [6]. Another approach applies
fuzzy-logic algorithms to classify dependencies by build-
ing an inference engine from the traffic [7]. NSDMiner
uses nested network traffic flows to identify dependen-
cies with similar detection rates but much lower false
positives than the earlier network-based approaches [10].

In spite of these earlier efforts, network-based ap-
proaches to discovering network service dependencies
are still susceptible to false positives and false negatives.
Without access to application-level information about the
traffic, it is difficult to separate which traffic is caused
by a dependency relationship and which traffic is sim-
ply coincidental. In addition, because the dependencies
are extracted entirely from network traffic, the dependen-
cies of infrequently used services can be missed due to
lack of data. It is highly desirable to have more effec-
tive approaches that can also identify the dependencies
involving infrequently used network services.

1.2 Our Contribution

In this paper, we develop several novel techniques to ad-
dress the above problems, which are then used to extend
NSDMiner [10], the most recent addition to the network

based approaches for the discovery of network service
dependencies. While we have developed and released
an open source implementation of NSDMiner [11] con-
currently with this paper, the algorithms discussed are
applicable to any implementation.

Firstly, we provide a new ranking mechanic that can
more accurately identify true network service dependen-
cies. Note that all dependency candidates inferred from
network traffic could be due to either true network ser-
vice dependencies or coincidental network activities. In
this paper, we introduce a new logarithm-based rank-
ing scheme, which considers not only the correlation be-
tween related network flows, but also the implication of
coincidental network traffic. As a result, this ranking
scheme can rank dependency candidates more accurately
and consistently. In other words, compared with NSD-
Miner, it is more likely for the new scheme to rank the
dependency candidates due to true network service de-
pendencies higher than false ones.

Secondly, we develop a novel technique to infer net-
work service dependencies for which very little explicit
traffic exists. There are infrequently used network ser-
vices, which do not produce enough traffic to allow their
dependencies to be inferred accurately. We observe that
many network services, though possibly deployed for
different purposes, share similar configurations. For ex-
ample, the same Apache HTTP server software may be
used (on two different servers) to host both a popular
website and an infrequently visited academic web server.
Despite the separate installations and different purposes,
these two services and the network services supporting
them are likely to share some similarities. Leveraging
this observation, we develop a technique that attempts
to identify groups of similar services, extract the com-
mon dependencies of members of the group, and then
infer the dependencies of the individual services, partic-
ularly those involving infrequently used services, from
the common dependencies.

Finally, we introduce a new approach to identify re-
dundant service clusters in a network. A service clus-
ter consists of a set of identical network services, which
is often used for load-balancing or fault-tolerance pur-
poses. As pointed out in [6, 10], service clusters intro-
duce additional challenges to the network-based auto-
matic discovery of service dependencies, since different
service instances will split the network traffic intended
for getting certain services and thus make the depen-
dency inference more difficult. In this paper, we develop
a new way to automatically infer service clusters. This
approach is inspired by an observation of load-balancing
service clusters, i.e., services in a service cluster are often
accessed with similar frequencies. We thus develop an
approach to identify service clusters by observing what
services are consistently contacted in groups.
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We have implemented these techniques as extensions
to NSDMiner, a tool that has been demonstrated to be
promising for automated discovery of network service
dependencies recently [10]. We have performed experi-
mental evaluation with network traffic collected from our
department network. The experimental results demon-
strate that our new ranking scheme can further reduce the
false positive rate compared with NSDMiner with com-
parable detection rate. In addition, our approach for in-
ferring network service dependencies can further reduce
the false negative rate, and our approach for identifying
service clusters is able to identify most of the service
clusters in our network.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Sec-
tion 2 presents some preliminary discussion of network
services and service dependencies, as well as a brief in-
troduction to NSDMiner. Section 3 describes the pro-
posed techniques in detail. Section 4 discusses our ex-
perimental results. Section 5 concludes this paper and
points out some future research directions. Following the
paper, we provide an appendix that highlights implemen-
tation concerns and best practices for operators who may
wish to use NSDMiner in their own networks.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Network Services and Network Service
Dependencies

A network service is a process running on a computer in a
network that listens on a port for connections from client
processes running on other computers, and provides a
service over the network. A network service can be rep-
resented by a triple (ip, port, protocol), which specifies
the machine the service is hosted on, the type of applica-
tion, and the network protocol (TCP or UDP). Intuitively,
given two network services A and B, A depends on B if
A accesses resources on B, either indirectly or directly,
to complete its own tasks. Such a dependency is denoted
A → B, where A is referred to as the depending service
and B is referred to as the depended service [6]. (Some
previous work refers to the depending service and the
depended service as the dependent service and the an-
tecedent service, respectively [9].)

Network service dependencies fall into two categories
based on whether A accesses B’s resources indirectly or
directly, referred to as remote-remote and local-remote
dependencies, respectively [6]. A remote-remote depen-
dency A → B is a dependency where a client cannot ac-
cess A until it has first accessed B. For example, many
web services depend on the DNS service. In order for
a client to access a web server via its host name, it usu-
ally needs to contact a DNS server to translate the web
server’s host name to its IP address.

A local-remote dependency A→ B is a dependency re-
lationship where A directly contacts B during the course
of its operation. In production networks, this is a much
more common dependency relationship [10]. Indeed,
production networks typically expose a few public ap-
plications or services, which are supported by many in-
ternal, unexposed services that provide the core function-
ality. This paper focuses on local-remote dependencies.

It is also possible for one network service to depend
on another service running on the same host, or for de-
pendencies to exist between virtual machines on a single
host. In this case, the communication will be done over
a channel such as the loopback interface [1]. However,
such dependencies do not produce any visible network
traffic, and cannot be detected by passively observing the
traffic. Our approach is therefore directed at inter-host
network service dependencies.

2.2 The NSDMiner Approach
We first provide a brief overview of NSDMinder [10] be-
low, since our techniques are developed as its extensions.

NSDMiner takes a list of network flows as its input. A
network flow is a continuous, directed stream of pack-
ets between two processes running on different hosts.
Each network flow is represented as a tuple of seven at-
tributes (StartTime, EndTime, SourceIP, SourcePort, Pro-
tocol, DestIP, DestPort). NSDminer mainly considers
TCP flows and UDP flows. A TCP flow represents the
traffic of a TCP session, and can be identified by locat-
ing the 3-way handshake and 4-way handshake or reset
that signal the beginning and the end of the session. A
UDP flow between two services consists of a continu-
ous stream of UDP packets where the delay between two
consecutive packets is no greater than a certain threshold.

Figure 1: Nested network flows when A → B.

NSDMiner utilizes a common pattern observed in net-
work applications, illustrated in Figure 1. In general,
when a client C accesses a network service A, the net-
work flow between the two will usually be open for the
entire duration of the client session. If the network ser-
vice depends on another service B, it usually contacts B
while the client session is running, producing a flow be-
tween A and B, nested within the flow from C to A.
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To harness this observation, for each observed flow
from C to A, NSDMiner counts the number of flows orig-
inating from A and occurring during the flow from C to
A. NSDMiner models this interaction in a communica-
tion graph, where each node represents a network service
with a weight identifying how many times it occurs as the
destination of a flow, and each directed edge represents
a dependency candidate between two network services
with a weight indicating the number of times the nested
behavior occurs.

A
D

CB

weight(A) = 1000

weight(B) = 300 weight(C) = 1200

weight(D) = 1500
450

150

21

1

1000

Figure 2: A communication graph produced by NSDMiner.

Figure 2 shows a communication graph produced by
NSDMiner where A, B, C, and D are all services run-
ning in a production network. Take nodes A and B and
the edge A → B as an example. This indicates that the
network service A has been accessed 1,000 times, and A
further used service B 150 times out of these accesses. B
was accessed 300 times, 150 of of which come from A
and another 150 coming from client machines which are
not represented in the graph.

Because multiple network services can be hosted on
the same physical machine, it is possible that a flow from
A to B may occur during multiple overlapping client ses-
sions, thus creating ambiguity in deriving the weights in
the communication graph. NSDMiner uses two modes
to mitigate this ambiguity: the exclusive mode, where
overlapping client sessions are simply discarded, and the
shared mode, where each of the overlapping sessions is
given an equal fraction of a count.

Given a dependency candidate A → B, the ratio
weight(A→B)

weight(A) is used as the confidence of this candidate.
Intuitively, the higher this confidence is, the more likely
it is for A to depend on B. NSDMiner directly uses the
ratio-based confidence to prune false dependencies due
to coincidental traffic; any dependency candidates whose
confidence falls below a user-specified threshold will be
pruned from the graph. A lower threshold will have
greater coverage of true dependencies, but will also in-

troduce potentially more false positives. For the sake of
presentation, we call this approach the ratio-based (con-
fidence) ranking scheme.

3 New Techniques for Discovering Net-
work Service Dependencies

In this section, we give the details of the proposed
techniques. We first present a logarithm-based ranking
scheme to assign confidence values to dependency can-
didates and rank them more appropriately. This scheme
enables us to further reduce false positives beyond the
original NSDMiner. We then describe our approach for
identifying dependencies of network services for which
very little traffic exists, improving the overall detection
rate. Finally, we introduce an approach towards automat-
ically discovering clusters of network services, which al-
lows us to aggregate the output of NSDMiner to more
effectively identify network service dependencies.

3.1 Logarithm-Based Ranking
Let us first understand the limitations of the ratio-based
ranking scheme in the original NSDMiner with the as-
sistance of Figure 3, which shows the confidence of each
dependency candidate in Figure 2 as calculated by the
ratio-based ranking scheme.

A

D

CB

45%

15%

7%

0.1%

83%

Figure 3: Ratio-based ranking for the graph in Figure 2.

The ratio-based ranking scheme has two major limita-
tions. First of all, it does not take the magnitude of the
weights into consideration when assigning confidence
values. Consider the dependency candidate A → D,
where A accesses D almost every other time when A it-
self is accessed. This is very consistent behavior out of
the 1,000 accesses to A, which is more likely to be caused
by a dependency relationship than coincidental traffic.
Note that it only has a confidence value of 45%. Imagine
that additional traffic is collected, weight(A) increases
to 10,000, and weight(A → D) increases to 4,500. Note
that the confidence still remains at 45%, though intuition
suggests that it would be even more unlikely for such a
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high number to be produced by coincidence. Because a
raw ratio is used, the magnitude of the two weights have
no effect on the final confidence value of the dependency
candidate.

Secondly, the ratio-based ranking assumes that the
confidence in a dependency relationship scales linearly
with the weight of the edge. In other words, it assumes
that each observation of a nested connection in support
of a dependency candidate contributes equally to its con-
fidence value. However, after a certain threshold, it is
no longer reasonable to assume that additional observa-
tions are caused by coincidence. At this point, the de-
pendency candidate should have already been assigned
a high confidence value. For example, consider Fig-
ure 2, where weight(A) = 1,000, weight(A → C) = 1,
weight(C) = 1,200, and weight(C → D) = 1,000. Intu-
itively, 100 new observations in support of C → D would
have almost no effect on the confidence of C → D, while
the same number of observations for A →C would have
much more impact on the confidence of A →C.

These two issues suggest that the ratio-based rank-
ing scheme does not provide the best estimate of the
probability of a dependency candidate being true. We
propose to adopt a logarithm-based ranking mechanic
that addresses these issues. Specifically, we propose to
define the confidence of a dependency candidate A →
B as logweight(A)weight(A → B). Figure 4 shows the
logarithm-based confidence values for the same scenario
in Figure 2. Note the changes in confidence values in
comparison with Figure 3.
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Figure 4: Logarithm-based ranking for the graph in Figure 2.

Both of the above concerns are addressed by the fol-
lowing two properties of the logarithm function that hold
for all 1 < a < b < c < d :

• If a
c = b

d , then logac < logbd;

• If c
d − b

d = b
d − a

d , then logdc− logdb < logdb− logda.

The first property ensures that when the ratio between
the weights of a node and the outgoing edge from the
node remain constant, the dependency candidates with

greater weights will be assigned higher confidence val-
ues than those with lower weights. This reflects the in-
tuition that having more data removes the effect of ran-
dom coincidence and that the confidence value given to
a dependency candidate should take the amount of data
collected into account. This has the effect of giving the
more obvious dependency candidates higher confidence,
preventing them from being filtered out when pruning
candidates.

The second property helps reject the notion that the
confidence of a dependency candidate scales linearly
with the observed traffic, by giving more weights to ear-
lier observations of dependency behavior, and slowly re-
ducing the growth rate as more observations are made.
With the ratio-based ranking scheme, both true and false
dependency candidates are all clustered at very low con-
fidence values, especially when large amounts of data are
collected [10]. This requires the usage of very low fil-
tering thresholds to avoid removing true positives from
the results, which unfortunately will also retain a good
number of false positives. The logarithm-based ranking
scheme puts more disparity between these candidates,
making true positives with less traffic more resistant to
filtering. As a result, it improves the detection rate and at
the same time reduces the false positive rate.

3.2 Inference of Service Dependencies

Our second contribution is an approach for inferring the
dependencies of network services that are used infre-
quently and have insufficient observed traffic associated
with them. While many services in a network are used
regularly, some services are only accessed occasionally,
or at least accessed infrequently during the data collec-
tion aimed for discovering network service dependen-
cies. This introduces a great challenge to all automated
approaches that attempt to discover network service de-
pendencies by analyzing the activities of these services.

In the following, we develop an approach that uses ad-
ditional properties in the network beyond network traffic
to infer such obscure network service dependencies.

Our approach uses the overlap between the depended
services of different network services to infer missing de-
pendencies. When two depending services have several
depended services in common, even if the confidence
values associated with their respective dependency can-
didates are low, the overlap itself provides evidence that
can be used to make inferences about poorly ranked or
potentially missing true dependencies.

While it is not unusual for two network services
to share some depended services by coincidence, it is
highly unlikely that there will be a substantial overlap
in the depended services between them if they are not
related. We therefore use the amount of overlap to quan-
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tify the similarity between the two services. If a heav-
ily used service and an infrequently used service have a
large number of depended services in common, this is
likely not the result of a coincidence. We harness this
observation to boost the confidence values of the depen-
dency candidates involving infrequently used services.

Examining the similarity between service dependen-
cies using pairs of (depending and depended) services is
sensitive to errors. To mitigate the problem, we instead
identify groups of network services with large amounts
of overlap in terms of their depended services. The mem-
bers of these groups will have certain common depended
services that most of them agree on. If most members
of the group agree on a particular service as a depended
service, we interpret this observation as evidence to infer
that the other group members also depend on this service,
and add new dependency candidates accordingly.

Given two network services A1 and A2, we define
the similarity between these two services (w.r.t. their
depended services) as Sim(A1,A2) =

|D(A1)∩D(A2)|
max(|D(A1)|,|D(A2)|)

,
where D(A1) and D(A2) are the sets of services that A1
and A2 depends on, respectively. Two services A1 and
A2 are similar if (1) they use the same protocol with the
same port and (2) Sim(A1,A2) is greater than a threshold.

To model the similarity between services systemati-
cally, we build a similarity graph based on the commu-
nication graph produced by NSDMiner. The nodes in a
similarity graph represent the network services, and an
undirected edge exists between two nodes if and only if
they are similar, as defined above. Figure 5 shows an
example of a similarity graph.

A1

A2 A3

A4

D1 D2 D3

Figure 5: An example similarity graph (solid lines) overlaying
on its communication graph, where the similarity and agree-
ment thresholds equal 50%. A dashed line Ai → D j represents
that Ai potentially depends on D j, and a solid line Ai → A j rep-
resents that Ai and A j are similar. The dependency candidates
A1 → D3 and A4 → D1 will be inferred because D1,D2,D3 are
all agreed on by the group of services in A.

A group of similar network services is represented by
a connected subgraph in the similarity graph. After iden-
tifying the services that are members of this group, we

identify the common depended services that the mem-
bers of the group agree on. The agreement on a depended
service D is defined as the ratio between the number of
services in the group that depend on D and the size of the
group. If the agreement on D is greater than a threshold,
we can infer that D is a common depended service of the
group, and any members that do not depend on D will
have such a dependency candidate inferred.

After identifying the common depended services of a
group, we need to estimate the corresponding confidence
values. To do so, we modify the original communication
graph by adding edges to represent the newly inferred
dependencies, and set the weights of the newly inferred
dependency candidates to a value such that the ratio be-
tween the weight of the candidate and its depending ser-
vice is proportional to the greatest ratio in the group.

Specifically, let A be a set of similar services
{A1,A2, ...,An}, and D be the set of A ’s common de-
pended services {D1,D2, ...,Dm}. For each pair of ser-
vices Ai,D j, if the dependency Ai → D j does not exist,
we add an edge from Ai to D j. As a result, there is an
edge from each member in A to each member in D .

For each depended service D j in D , let Amax be

the service in A such that the ratio weight(Amax→D j)

weight(Amax)
is

the greatest. For each member service Ai in A , set
the weight(Ai → D j) as weight(Ai)weight(Amax→D j)

weight(Amax)
. The

new communication graph can then be used with the
logarithm-based ranking to calculate the final confidence
value of each candidate.

When the weight of an edge in the extended commu-
nication graph is set to this proportional weight, the fi-
nal confidence value of an inferred dependency will be
proportional to how often the depending service is ac-
cessed. As a result, even when coincidental traffic causes
false dependencies to be inferred, the confidence values
of these inferred candidates are low enough to be pruned
before it is reported as a dependency.

3.3 Discovery of Service Clusters

Finally we introduce an approach for identifying service
clusters in a network. A network service cluster is a
set of services {B1,B2, ...,Bn} such that if a dependency
A → B1 exists, B1 can be substituted by any other ser-
vice in the cluster without affecting the completion of
A’s task. These clusters typically provide load-balancing
or backup for core services to improve performance and
fault tolerance.

Both Orion [6] and NSDMiner [10] proposed to use
the knowledge of service clusters to improve the detec-
tion of dependencies that involve service clusters. How-
ever, both approaches rely on human users to provide
such information [6, 10]. Such manual interventions re-
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quire additional human efforts, and are time-consuming
and error-prone. In the following, we develop an auto-
mated approach to discovering service clusters.

Let us start with the observation behind the proposed
approach. When a network service A1 depends on ser-
vices in a cluster {B1,B2,B3}, it is highly likely that
A1 → B1, A1 → B2, and A1 → B3 will be observed as de-
pendency candidates. In a load-balancing configuration,
the services that depend on the cluster will access the
members of the cluster with roughly equal probability.
This means that over time, so long as the load-balancing
assignments are not “sticky,” all services that depend on
the cluster will feature all of the members in their lists
of depended services. In a backup configuration, the ser-
vices that depend on the primary server Bprimary will fea-
ture it in their list of depended services in normal situ-
ations. When Bprimary fails, the backup service Bbackup
will take over the service by Bprimary, and these depend-
ing services will now have Bbackup as their depended ser-
vices (along with Bprimary before the failure).

In both cases, when services consistently appear to-
gether in the lists of depended services of the same de-
pending service, it is likely that they are part of service
clusters. By counting the number of cases for which de-
pended services appear together for the same depending
service, we can estimate the likelihood that a cluster ex-
ists.

Now let us present the approach for discovering ser-
vice clusters. Our approach takes a communication
graph produced by NSDMiner as its input, disregarding
the weights of the nodes and edges. The algorithm pro-
duces a clustering graph, where an edge exists between
two nodes B1 and B2 if and only if (1) B1 and B2 use
the same protocol with the same port and (2) there exists
a service A such that A → B1 and A → B2 are depen-
dency candidates. The weight of each edge, called the
support for the pair of services, is the number of services
for which B1 and B2 are both depended services. Fig-
ure 6 shows an example of a clustering graph generated
from a communication graph.

This approach assumes that network services that are
parts of clusters will occur together frequently in the lists
of depended services, and that pairs of coincidental ser-
vices will occur in the same list of depended services
infrequently. After generating the clustering graph, all
edges with weights less than a support threshold will be
dropped, and the remaining connected subgraphs will be
considered the service clusters of the network. Because
clusters are expected to have high supports while the sup-
port of coincidental pairs of services will be low, only a
moderate absolute support threshold should be necessary
for identifying the clusters, such as a value between 5 and
10, depending on the size of the network.

Rather than using clusters to infer new candidates

A3

A2

A1

A4

B2

B1

B3

B4

3

3

3

1

Figure 6: An example of a cluster graph (solid lines) overlaid
with its communication graph (dashed lines). Assume the sup-
port threshold is 2. {B1,B2,B3} is a cluster, while B4 is not
considered a part of this cluster.

or increase the weights of edges, we instead aggregate
the results of NSDMiner so that instead of reporting
a separate dependency for each member of a cluster
(A1 → B1,A1 → B2,A1 → B3), we treat all of the mem-
bers of the cluster as a single group of depended services
(A1 → Bcluster(1,2,3)). In the example in Figure 6, the total
number of dependencies after this aggregation is reduced
from 12 to 5, making the output smaller and more man-
ageable, reducing the time needed to validate the results.
In our evaluation, we show that even when the thresholds
for clusters are very strict, the number of dependencies is
still greatly reduced.

4 Evaluation

We have implemented the proposed techniques as ex-
tensions to NSDMiner. To have a realistic evaluation
of these techniques, we use real-world network traffic
collected from the production network of Department of
Computer Science at North Carolina State University. In
the following, we first give a brief description of the eval-
uation data set, and then present the experimental results.

4.1 Evaluation Data Set
Our experimental evaluation uses the same data set that
were used to evaluate the original NSDMiner [10]. In the
following, to make this paper self-contained, we repeat
the description of this data set.

We evaluate our proposed techniques using the net-
work traffic collected from the production network on
the second floor of the building where our department
is located, including all the internal traffic across subnets
in the building. This network consists of 14 switches
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hierarchically organized in two levels. Each computer
in this network is connected to a switch via a wall port
or a port on the switch directly. The top-level switches
are then connected to a master building switch through
a 10G multimode fiber, which facilitates communication
with the campus network outside of the building.

Collector Switch

Other 
Department 

Subnets
Campus 
Network

Monitored Network

Master Building Switch

Switch
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Storage Server

Monitoring FacilityProduction Network
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Figure 7: Diagram of the traffic monitoring facility [10].

Figure 7 shows a diagram of our traffic monitoring fa-
cility. In order to collect the traffic from our network,
each of the switches is configured with a SPAN session
so that packets that are routed throughout the building
are also forwarded to a machine running a packet-sniffer.
The packet-sniffer is Linux machine running snort [13]
in packet-logging mode, where each packet is stripped
down to its IP and TCP/UDP header information and
forwarded to a secure data storage machine that is dis-
connected from the public Internet. We then convert
these packet headers into network flow records using
softflowd [14]. The final evaluation data set includes 46
days of network flows collected between 05/10/2011 and
06/25/2011, which consists of 378 million flow records.

The ground truth for this data set was generated with
the assistance of the departmental IT staff. Our traffic
covers a total of 26 servers, 3 of which are Windows ma-
chines, and 23 are Linux machines. These machines of-
fer a total of 43 services possessing 108 dependencies.
The majority of the Linux machines belong to individual
faculty, and are used to provide shell and web services for
their graduate students, while the rest provide infrastruc-
ture such as Kerberos, databases, and DFS replication.

Table 1 summarizes the services and their dependen-
cies. Most of the services offered were dependent on
DNS (53) for name resolution. Windows-based services

were dependent on Active Directory (AD) services for
domain queries (389) and authentication (88). The ser-
vices that were dependent on those offered on dynamic
ports (RPC) were also dependent on endpoint mapper to
resolve the port numbers. Most of the Linux-based ser-
vices were dependent on LDAP (389) for directory ac-
cess. Two of the interesting services hosted were TFTP
(69) and database (3306); they were running stand-alone
and was not dependent on any other network service.
Windows deployment service (WDS) and DFS replica-
tion service were offered on dynamically allocated ports
and others were offered on standard well-known ports.

Table 1: Ground truth of service & dependencies

Service Instances Dependencies
webservice (80, 443) 4 2 DNS, DBMS
webservice (80) 1 1 DNS
ssh (realm-4) (22) 5 2 Kerberos, DNS
ssh (realm-5) (22) 17 3 Kerberos, DNS, LDAP
svn (8443) 1 4 DNS, LDAP, port mapper, RPC
proxy DHCP (4011) 1 2 DNS, LDAP
DHCP (68) 1 1 DNS
email (25) 1 2 mail exchange server, DNS
endpoint mapper (135) 2 3 DNS, AD, Kerberos
WDS (RPC) 1 5 DNS, AD (LDAP, port mapper,

RPC, Kerberos)
DFS replication (RPC) 2 5 DNS, AD (LDAP, port mapper,

RPC, Kerberos)
SMB (445) 2 5 DNS, AD (LDAP, port mapper,

RPC, Kerberos)
TFTP (69) 1 0
database (3306) 2 0

Note that even though we worked hard to identify all
dependencies, there is a possibility that we might have
missed some rare non-obvious ones. The reader is ad-
vised to keep this in mind while interpreting the experi-
mental results.

4.2 Logarithm-Based Ranking
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the logarithm-
based ranking scheme, we run NSDMiner with our
logarithm-based ranking scheme and compare the results
to the original ratio-based scheme [10] for both shared
and exclusive mode. We compare our results to the previ-
ous version of NSDMiner as it has already been demon-
strated as the most effective network-based solution [10].

Table 2 shows an initial comparison of the true pos-
itive (TP), false positive (FP), and false negative (FN)
for both ranking schemes. We choose a filtering thresh-
old for the logarithm-based ranking scheme that set the
number of true positives as close to those obtained by the
ratio-based ranking at confidence value 0.5% as possible.

The dependency candidates with the highest false pos-
itive rates under the ratio-based ranking were those that
were accessed the least. For example, in the ratio-based
ranking scheme in the shared mode, Microsoft endpoint
mapper (of which there are two instances, with three
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Table 2: Comparing the false positive rates between the Ratio-based [10] and Log-based ranking schemes by setting the threshold
to a value that keeps the number of true positives close to their value under the ratio approach.

Shared Mode Exclusive Mode
Ratio (0.5%) Log (45%) Ratio (0.5%) Log (44%)

Service TP FP FN TP FP FN TP FP FN TP FP FN
webservice 8 9 1 9 12 0 8 4 1 8 7 0
email 3 1 0 3 3 0 3 0 0 3 2 0
ssh(realm-4) 10 1 0 10 1 0 10 1 0 10 1 0
ssh(realm-5) 41 14 10 43 12 8 40 10 11 43 9 8
svn 4 1 0 4 0 0 4 1 0 4 0 0
proxy DHCP 2 1 0 2 0 0 2 1 0 2 0 0
DHCP 1 6 0 1 1 0 1 6 0 1 1 0
endpoint mapper 6 43 0 6 4 0 3 6 3 3 1 3
WDS (RPC) 4 10 0 3 1 1 4 1 0 2 0 2
DFS replication (RPC) 8 4 0 6 3 2 7 0 1 5 1 3
SMB 9 7 1 9 9 1 9 3 1 9 5 1
TFTP - 1 - - 1 - - 0 - - 0 -
database - 1 - - 2 - - 1 - - 2 -
Invalid Services - 34 - - 29 - - 30 - - 17 -
Total 96 133 12 96 78 12 91 64 17 90 46 18

dependencies each) reported a total of 43 false depen-
dencies using 0.5% confidence [10]. One instance was
accessed 465 times, while the other was accessed 133
times. In order for a candidate to be pruned at 0.5% con-
fidence, it would need to have a weight of less than 2.3
and 0.6, respectively. In the latter case, a single nested
flow was enough to consider the candidate as a true de-
pendency. Most of the true positives (LDAP, Kerberos,
and DNS) had weights above 10.

With the logarithm-based ranking scheme, all depen-
dency candidates with weights less than or equal to 1 are
immediately pruned with a confidence value of 0%, as
a single observation is never convincing enough to con-
sider it a true dependency. Because log13310 is .47, the
true positives in this example were given confidence val-
ues above 47%. Thus, in Table 2, the true positives are
preserved and many false positives are properly pruned.

To see the overall performance of both the ratio-based
and the logarithm-based ranking schemes, we plot the
Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve in Fig-
ure 8. This figure shows the true positive rate as a func-
tion of the false positive rate for both ranking scheme
in both the shared and the exclusive mode. We can see
a substantial improvement in the detection rate for the
same false positive rate when the logarithm-based rank-
ing scheme is used. This is because we can filter more
false positives at higher confidence thresholds without
incorrectly pruning true dependencies. It is worth not-
ing, however, that even with these improvements, the
true positive rate still reaches its maximum value at the
same point in both ratio-based and logarithm-based rank-
ing schemes.

Figure 9 illustrates how the behavior of the confi-
dence threshold differs between the ratio-based and the
logarithm-based ranking schemes. In both shared and
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Figure 8: ROC curve for the logarithm-based and the ratio-
based ranking schemes in both shared and exclusive modes.

exclusive modes with the ratio-based ranking, the true
and false positive rates drop drastically as the confidence
threshold increases. The false positive rate approaches its
minimum value at a threshold of 10%, but at the cost of
missing half of the true dependencies. In the logarithm-
based ranking, both true and false positives are pruned at
a slower rate. Due to the greater distance between their
confidence values, true positives are pruned more slowly
than false positives, so at the point when the false positive
rate approaches its minimum value, the true positive rate
is much higher than that under the ratio-based ranking.

In addition to improving the discovery of true depen-
dencies with lower false positive rate, the logarithm-
based ranking scheme more accurately predicts appro-
priate confidence values for dependency candidates. The
confidence value given to a dependency candidate should
roughly correspond to the probability that the candidate
is true. For example, out of a set of candidates with
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Figure 9: True/False positive rate v.s. confidence threshold.

confidence values of 50%, half of them should be ex-
pected to be true positives. Figure 10 shows the distribu-
tions of true positives at 5% confidence intervals for both
the logarithm-based and ratio-based ranking schemes in
both shared and exclusive modes. Note that with the
ratio-based ranking scheme, nearly all of the candidates
ranked above 10% are true positives. As shown in Fig-
ure 9, this is because there are very few candidates
ranked above 10% at all. As most of the results are clus-
tered at low confidence values, it only takes a modest
threshold to remove them from the results.

In contrast, and especially for the shared mode, the
curve for the logarithm-based ranking scheme is much
smoother and better illustrates how one would expect
the true positive rates to map to the confidence rankings.
When the confidence values are more meaningful, it is
possible to make an informed decision about how many
true and false positives should be expected when a cer-
tain cutoff value is chosen. While the curve for the ex-
clusive mode is a bit choppier due to having a few high-
confidence false positives, they still exhibit the same gen-
eral patterns. Many false candidates are ruled out before
reaching the pruning stage, and as a result, the true posi-
tive concentrations in exclusive mode are higher overall.

4.3 Inference of Service Dependencies
To test the effectiveness of the inference algorithm, we
randomly choose from between 1 and 150 dependencies
from the ground truth and remove all of the flows associ-
ated with those dependencies from the data set. We then
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Figure 10: The percentage of true positives that are found at
each particular ranking threshold. 95% in the 100 bin means
that 95% of candidates reported with scores between 100 and
96 were true, while the other 5% were false. The ideal case is
a straight line where x = y.

run the inference algorithm to see how many of these de-
pendencies could be recovered from the remaining data.
We reason that if the inference algorithm can re-infer de-
pendencies known to be true, then it should successfully
be able to infer unknown dependencies in practice.

When running the inference algorithm, we use four
combinations of high (75%) and low (25%) thresholds
for similarity and agreement to determine the effect that
each threshold has on the ability of the approach to re-
cover missing dependencies. Only dependencies with the
(logarithm-based) confidence values greater than 30%
are used for these experiments. In the following, we only
discuss the results of the shared mode in detail; the re-
sults of the exclusive mode are similar. For each pair of
similarity and agreement thresholds, we ran 10,000 trials
of removal and recovery.
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Figure 11: Dependencies recovered where all candidates with
the logarithm-based confidence values less than 30% are re-
moved. We show the average percentage of the recovered
dependencies as a function of the number of removed de-
pendencies. Each color/shape represents a certain similarity-
agreement pair of thresholds.

Figure 11 shows the average percentage of recovered
dependencies as a function of the number of dependen-
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cies that were removed. As one would expect, as more
traffic is removed, it becomes harder to infer dependen-
cies from what is left.

Increasing the agreement threshold has a much more
dramatic effect on the recovery rate than the similar-
ity threshold. When both the similarity and agreement
thresholds are set to low values such as 25%, it is possi-
ble to recover many dependencies, and when both thresh-
olds set to high values such as 75%, no dependencies are
recovered at all.

In addition to recovering missing dependencies effec-
tively, the inference approach is able to do so without
inferring false positives. Figure 12 shows the average
number of false positives that were inferred when run-
ning the previous experiments, while Figure 13 demon-
strates the overall improvement to the ROC curve. Not
only do we reach 100% coverage, we do so with a rela-
tively low false positive rate.
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Figure 12: This shows the number of false positives inferred
during the same experiments described earlier. Note that while
there are often several false positives inferred, many of them
are can be pruned in later steps of NSDMiner as they often
have low confidence values.

In order to understand the effects of these thresholds,
we discuss the specific behavior for our largest group
of similar machines, our SSH services. These services
mostly correspond to individual faculty machines that
give shell and website services to their graduate students.
By their nature, some of these are less frequently used
than others.

With similarity thresholds of 25%, 27 such services,
covering all true cases and 5 false cases, were considered
similar. When the agreement threshold was low at 25%,
all three true dependencies (and two false positives) were
found to be in common and inferred as dependencies to
the rest of the group, contributing to the full coverage of
the ground truth. At 75% agreement, the only service
that could be inferred was DNS.

When the similarity threshold is set to 75%, this group
is reduced to seven members. When there are less mem-
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Figure 13: ROC curve for various similarity-agreement thresh-
olds. A higher agreement threshold prevents the eager accep-
tance of false positives, however it still raises the confidence of
true positives, allowing a higher confidence threshold to be set.

bers, it is easier to reach 25% agreement on depended
services, meaning that four additional false positives,
were inferred as a result. At 75% agreement, the only
common depended services were Kerberos and DNS.

While our experiments are performed on a real-world
network, it is not necessarily representative of networks
in general. Additional work on more diverse configu-
rations will be needed to identify the most appropriate
choices for similarity and agreement thresholds. One
important factor in this choice is the number of service
clusters that are used in the network. The SSH services
depended on three of the same clusters, giving them up
to 13 true depended services in common, making it pos-
sible for them to have dependencies inferred with thresh-
olds up to 50%. If there are fewer clusters in the network,
then lower thresholds will be needed to find similar ser-
vices and common dependencies.

4.4 Discovery of Service Clusters
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of our clustering
approach, we run our tool on the output of NSDMiner
and compare the clusters that it reports to the clusters
in our ground truth. There are two variables that af-
fect the clusters that are reported: the support thresh-
old, which specifies the number of depending services
for which members of a cluster must appear together as
depended services, and the confidence threshold, which
sets the minimum confidence for a depended service for
it to be counted as part of a cluster.

Our network contains a total of 10 service clusters,
most of which contain 4–6 services. We consider a clus-
ter reported by our clustering tool to be a true positive
cluster so long as it contains at least two services where
none of the reported services are put into the wrong clus-
ter. Figure 14 shows the number of true clusters as a
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function of the number of clusters that are reported in
total.
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Figure 14: Quality of the clusters as a function of the number
discovered. We consider a true cluster to be any size cluster
that does not contain false positives. Therefore, a true cluster
may be missing some of its members. All members are usually
recovered when the confidence threshold is set below 60%.

We can see here that the clusters reported are fairly
accurate. When 10 clusters are reported, clustering with
low support values of 2 and 4 both report 8 true clusters.
When looking carefully at the clusters reported, there
was only one cluster that actually accepted false posi-
tives into its membership was Microsoft endpoint map-
per. Services in the two distinct kerberos clusters were
never mixed together.

The most difficult cluster to detect was our Univer-
sity’s NTP time servers. No network services in our net-
work explicitly depend on NTP, meaning that traffic to
NTP was coincidental and confidence values associated
with NTP dependencies were rightfully low. Due to these
low thresholds, the NTP cluster could only be discovered
at a support threshold of 2 and a confidence value below
30%.

An interesting set of false positives that survived
through very high support thresholds were a number of
web servers accessed over HTTP and HTTPS. Even at a
threshold of 8, the HTTPS servers were still discovered
with higher confidence than many of the true positives.
SSH is interesting in that if a user uses their SSH account
as a proxy for their web browser, then any web servers
that are accessed will be considered dependency candi-
dates of that SSH session. If popular websites are used
frequently, such as Google (which appeared in a clus-
ter of services running on port 80), they will considered
clusters by this algorithm.

Overall, the quality of clusters reported was good.
Even at low support thresholds, most of the clusters re-
ported were correct, though this may be a property of our
small network. The support threshold needs to be scaled
to the size of the network, and the effect on larger net-

works still needs to be explored.
The value of clustering with respect to identifying

dependencies comes from aggregating the services that
make up a service cluster into a single depended service.
Any degree of clustering, whether it is strict or lenient,
will remove a large number of candidates from the out-
put of NSDMiner. In most cases, this is because the true
positives have the greatest tendency to influence the clus-
ters that are formed. True positive clusters, by definition,
are those with the greatest support values, and the sup-
port value of a cluster relates to how many depending
services will benefit from the aggregation. So long as the
clusters identified are accurate, as we have shown, then
reducing the size of the output will be beneficial with no
loss of information.

It is difficult to represent this benefit in the form of an
ROC curve because aggregation actually increases the
false positive rate by removing true positives from the
output. Instead, we represent the benefit by showing the
size of the output of NSDMiner as a function of the con-
fidence thresholds and support thresholds used in Fig-
ure 15. In most cases, we can see an reduction in output
size from anywhere between 25% to 50%.
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Figure 15: Reduction in the number of candidates for various
support thresholds. The confidence threshold corresponds to
the logarithm-based ranking introduced in this paper.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we introduced three techniques for im-
proving the discovery of network service dependencies,
and implemented them as modifications to the tool NS-
DMiner [10]. We developed a new ranking formula that
makes it easier to judge whether or not a dependency
candidate is true or false, an approach for inferring the
dependencies infrequently-used services that are similar
to others, and an approach for finding service clusters
such as backup or load-balancing nodes in a network.
Furthermore, we evaluated our approaches on production
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traffic in a university network, showing a substantial im-
provement in both true and false positive rates.

A number of issues are still left unexplored. For exam-
ple, remote-remote dependencies are still not considered
by NSDMiner at all. NSDMiner also relies on the as-
sumption that network sockets are opened and closed on
demand, meaning that it will miss dependencies involv-
ing middleware applications that keep connections open
for extended durations. Finally, NSDMiner assumes that
during the time that flows are collected, no changes occur
in the network configuration, meaning that it is not able
to keep up with a dynamically evolving network. Future
work will address these issues and involve the collection
additional data from a larger network to further test the
effectiveness of these approaches.
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A Appendix

This appendix highlights implementation details that
may be of use to network administrators interested in
deploying NSDMiner on their own networks. While
this appendix is written assuming that the reader will
be using our open source implementation of NSDMiner,
nsdmine [11], the higher-level concepts are applicable
to any implementation.

This section is written as follows: we begin with a dis-
cussion of NSDMiner’s expected input and how to con-
figure a network to collect this input. We then discuss
the parameters for NSDMiner’s various algorithms with
backreferences to the sections in the paper where they
were first introduced. Finally, we conclude with the ex-
pected output and how to interpret this output. For any
details omitted from this section, we refer the reader to
NSDMiner’s README file.
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A.1 Preparation
In order to run NSDMiner, network traffic flows must be
collected and stored. This can be accomplished in several
ways. Some routers have the ability to save and export
Cisco Netflows (using the switch --cisco), which are
a standard format for representing network traffic flows.

For routers that do not export Cisco Netflows, it is also
possible to use port mirroring on routers to copy and for-
ward all traffic to a central location, and use a tool such
as softflowd [14] to reconstruct flows from the individual
packets. This may already be set up on networks run-
ning an intrusion detection system such as snort [13], in
which case it should be possible to configure the IDS to
save packets locally to be later processed by NSDMiner.

Our implementation of NSDMiner supports loading
pcap (tcpdump) packets by using the --pcap switch.
We implement NSDMiner as a Python package and rep-
resent flows as an object, meaning it is possible to create
a loader that can convert network traffic into the format
needed by our implementation without having to change
the code for the NSDMiner algorithm itself.

The amount of data is needed to use NSDMiner use-
fully is a function of the size and the activity levels of
the network. On our single-building network, it took
2-3 weeks of data to reach the point of diminishing re-
turns [10].

A.2 Choice of Parameters
NSDMiner accepts the following parameters, presented
as switches to the nsdmine invocation.

• A set of IP addresses I referring to all of the servers
for which dependencies should be collected, pro-
vided as a comma-seperated filter of IP addresses.

• The confidence threshold α , between 0 and 100.
Dependency candidates with a confidence value (as
calculated by the algorithm in Section 3.1) less than
α will be pruned from the output.

• The similarity threshold δ , between 0 and 100, used
for the Inference algorithm (Section 3.2).

• The agreement threshold ∆, between 0 and 100,
used for the Inference algorithm (Section 3.2).

• The support threshold σ , an integer greater than 0,
used for the Clustering algorithm (Section 3.3).

• A confidence threshold α ′, an integer greater than
0, and less than α .

• An example of an invocation to NSDMiner setting
all of these options would be in the form nsdmine
--filter=I --alpha=α --infer=δ ,∆
--clusters=σ ,α ′.

NSDMiner works in two phases, the first being de-
pendency graph generation, followed by post-processing.
Dependency graph generation analyzes the network
flows as explained in Section 2.2. Generation of the de-
pendency graph runs in O(n2) time, and because the in-
put is generally in hundreds of millions of flows, this can
take a few days to generate the entire dependency graph.
Specifying exactly which servers should be monitored
for dependencies substantially reduces this time.

The second phase is post-processing, where inference
(--infer), clustering (--clusters), and ranking
are performed on the dependency graph. Each post-
processing component accepts configurable parameters
that will vary in effectiveness from network to network.
Inference attempts to identify the dependencies of ser-
vices that are infrequently used by comparing them to
similar services in the network. Inference is only use-
ful when there are several services that are configured
in the same way, such as in a data center or web-hosting
provider’s server farm. δ should be set high if NSDMiner
is being used on a noisy network. However, if one is an-
alyzing a private LAN, δ can be set lower. ∆ should be
set high if many of the services in the network are part of
clusters, and low if most of the services are only hosted
on single machines.

The clustering algorithm attempts to locate redundant
service clusters, such as those used for back-up or load-
balancing purposes. Clustering can only find service
clusters that are used by more than σ services. The
setting of σ is much like a peak-detection problem – it
should be high enough to ensure that all coincidental traf-
fic is ignored, but low enough to catch all of the actual
clusters. α ′ should be set to about half of a α .

Finally, the dependencies are ranked and given confi-
dence scores normalized from 0 to 100%. Any depen-
dencies with a score less than α will not be present in
the final output. Each of the post-processing approaches
work in parallel on the original dependency graph gener-
ated in phase one, so their ordering does not matter.

A.3 Output
The final output is the list of services running on the ma-
chines in I and each of their dependencies, each marked
with a confidence ranking from α to 100%. The ranking
roughly estimates the probability that the specified de-
pendency is a true positive. If clustering was used, then
the clusters that were found will also be reported.

After collecting this input, the operator should then
verify each of the reported dependencies manually to de-
termine how accurately NSDMiner runs on his or her net-
work. By verifying the output, it is possible to fine-tune
the parameters to make using NSDMiner more reliable
in future runs.


